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a b s t r a c t 

Limited clinical application of antibody-drug conjugates (ADCs) targeting tumor associated 

antigens (TAAs) is usually caused by on-target off-tumor side effect. Tumor-specific mutant 

antigens (TSMAs) only expressed in tumor cells which are ideal targets for ADCs. In 

addition, intracellular somatic mutant proteins can be presented on the cell surface by 

human leukocyte antigen class I (HLA I)molecules forming tumor-specific peptide/HLA I 

complexes. KRAS G12V mutation frequently occurred in varied cancer and was verified as a 

promising target for cancer therapy. In this study, we generated two TCR-mimic antibody- 

drug conjugates (TCRm-ADCs), 2E8-MMAE and 2A5-MMAE, targeting KRAS G12V/HLA- 

A 

∗0201 complex, which mediated specific antitumor activity in vitro and in vivo without 

obvious toxicity. Our findings are the first time validate the strategy of TCRm-ADCs targeting 

intracellular TSMAs, which improves the safety of antibody-based drugs and provides novel 

strategy for precision medicine in cancer therapy. 

© 2020 Shenyang Pharmaceutical University. Published by Elsevier B.V. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license. 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Antibody-drug conjugates (ADCs) are a novel class of
antitumor therapeutics that combine antigen-targeting
monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) with potent cytotoxic drugs
via stable linkers. Thus, they can bring drugs specifically into
tumor, which effectively improve the drug concentration in
the tumor sites, and greatly reduces the drug concentrations
in other tissues to expand the therapeutic window of drugs.
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At present, dozens of ADCs have entered clinical studies and
seven of them have been approved by the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) or European Medicines Agency (EMA)
[1] . However, ADCs are mainly targeted tumor associated
antigens (TAAs). Although TAAs are highly expressed in
tumor cells, there are also with low level of expression in
some normal cells, resulting the on-target off-tumor side
effect during the long period in circulation, which limits the
clinical application of ADCs ( Fig. 1 ) [2] . 
rsity. 
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Fig. 1 – Tumor-specific mutant antigen (TSMA) presented by MHC I and recognized by T cell receptor (TCR) and TCR-mimic 
(TCRm) antibody. Wild-type or mutation peptide derived from intracellular protein digestion by proteasome is presented to 

the cell surface by MHC I molecules as the peptide/MHC I complex where is recognized by TCR and TCRm antibodies. Tumor 
associated antigen (TAA) is highly expressed in tumor cells and with low level of expression in some normal cells resulting 
the on-target off-tumor side effect while TSMA only expressed in tumor cell. 
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Tumor specific mutant antigens (TSMAs) expressed 

articularly in tumor cells, however, most of them are 
ocated inside the tumor cells and thus not accessible to 
urrent marketed therapeutic mAbs or ADCs [3,4] . Major 
istocompatibility complex class I (MHC I), also known as 
uman leukocyte antigen class I (HLA I) in human beings,

s capable of presenting peptides derived from intracellular 
umor associated proteins or somatically mutant proteins 
n cell surface, forming a peptide/MHC I complex as TAA 

r TSMA for T cell receptor (TCR) and TCR-mimic (TCRm) 
ntibody recognition ( Fig. 1 ) [5,6] . 

KRAS oncoprotein is a GTPases in regulating pathways,
hich is responsible for cell survival and proliferation [7] .
RAS is frequently mutated in a variety of cancers, including 
ancreatic cancer ( ∼90%), colon cancer ( ∼43%), lung cancer 
 ∼30%), and melanoma ( ∼50%). Aberrant KRAS is involved in 

ell proliferation and differentiation, and is associated with 

 single mutation typically at codon 12, 13 or 61, especially 
t codon 12 (80%). KRAS mutation patterns are dominated by 
 to T transitions at the second base of codons 12 resulting 

n G12V mutation, G to A transitions at the second base 
f codons 12 or 13 make up the bulk of the remainder to 
roduce G12D or G13D and G to T transitions of the first 
ase of codon 12 to produce G12C mutations [8] . The 10- 
er KRAS mutation-derived peptide, KLVVVGAVGV (G12V) 

nd KLVVVGADGV (G12D), has been shown to be presented 

y HLA-A 

∗0201 molecules that induces cytotoxic CD8 + T cells 
o kill KRAS mutant tumor cells [9–12] . At present, TCRm 

ntibody targeting KRAS G12V/HLA-A 

∗0201 has only been 

eported by Skora and his collegues [13] , but research on 

CR-mimic antibody-drug conjugates (TCRm-ADCs) targeting 
RAS G12V/HLA-A 

∗0201 for tumor targeted therapy has not 
een reported yet. 

In this paper, we sought out to study the design of novel- 
arget TCRm-ADCs, hoping to expand the application of ADCs 
nd improve ADCs’ safety. To study the novel-target TCRm- 
DCs based on TSMAs presented by HLA I, we selected the 
RAS G12V/HLA-A 

∗0201 complex as a target. We generated 

he TCRm antibodies (2A5 and 2E8) by genetic engineering 
echnology and comprehensively evaluated the properties of 
CRm-ADCs (2A5-MMAE and 2E8-MMAE), including binding 
ffinity, internalization, and antitumor activities in vitro and 

n vivo . 

. Materials and methods 

.1. Cell lines and reagents 

2 cell line and CHO-K1 cell line were purchased from 

he American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, San Francisco,
SA). K562 cell line and SW480 cell line were obtained from 

he Cell Bank of Type Culture Collection of the Chinese 
cademy of Sciences (Shanghai, China). T2 cell line was grown 

n IMDM medium (Gibco, life technologies) supplemented 

ith 20% FBS (Gibco, life technologies). K562 cell line and 

W480 cell line was cultured in RPMI-1640 medium (Gibco,
ife technologies) supplemented with 10% FBS. Cell lines 
ere maintained in a humid atmosphere at 37 °C and 5% 

O 2 with 100 U/ml penicillin, and 100 μg/ml streptomycin.
aleimidocaproyl-valine-citrulline-monomethyl auristatin E 

Mal-Val-Cit-MMAE) were synthesized by Levena Biopharm 
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(Nanjing, Jiangsu, China). All reagents were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich (Saint Louis, MO, USA) unless otherwise
noted. 

2.2. Animals 

Female BALB/c nude mice (6 − 8 weeks old) were purchased
from Sangon Biotech (Shanghai, China) and were housed
in a specific pathogen free facility. All animal experiments
were performed in accordance with the National Institute of
Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.
The protocols were approved by the Committee on the Ethics
of Animal Experiments of the Zhejiang University, China
(ZJU20170435). 

2.3. Preparation of TCRm antibody (2G1) and its variants
(2A5 and 2E8) 

The anti-KRAS G12V/HLA-A 

∗0201 single-chain antibody was
selected as previously described [13] and further engineered
into a human IgG1 frame to generate a full human
antibodies named 2G1. Briefly, the DNA sequences of anti-
KRAS G12V/HLA-A 

∗0201 single-chain antibody variable region
were synthesized by Sangon Biotech (Shanghai, China)
and inserted into the pFUSE2-CLIghK and pFUSE-CHIg-hG1
plasmids (InvivoGen, USA) for expressing full-length human
heavy and light chains respectively. To facilitate the site-
specific conjugation of MMAE, cysteine mutations were
introduced in heavy chain (A114C) and light chain (V205C) by
overlap PCR and inserted into the pFUSE2-CLIghK and pFUSE-
CHIg-hG1 plasmids. For the expression of TCRm antibodies,
relevant expression plasmids were stably transfected into
CHO-K1 cells (ATCC, USA). TCRm antibodies were purified by
protein A antibody affinity chromatography (HiTrap Protein A
HP column, GE) and stored at −80 °C. 

2.4. Preparation of TCRm-ADCs 

To optimize the reaction conditions of the chemical site-
specific conjugation, the reaction molar ratio of TCRm
antibody to Mal-Val-Cit-MMAE and the reaction time were
explored. TCRm antibodies (2E8 or 2A5) was buffer exchanged
into 50 mM phosphate-buffered solution (PBS) containing
10 mM EDTA, pH 7.4, and diluted to a final concentration of
3 − 5 mg/ml. 50-fold molar equivalents of Tris (2-Carboxyethyl)
phosphine Hydrochloride (TCEP • HCl) were added to the
solution. The reaction mixture was reduced at 37 °C for
3 h to disrupt intermolecular disulfide bond and TCEP
was removed by ultrafiltration (Amicon Ultra-0.5 ml 30 KD,
Millipore) using 50 mM PBS (10 mM EDTA), pH 7.4. Then 20-
fold molar equivalents of dehydroascorbic acid (DHAA) were
added to the reduced antibody. After incubating at room
temperature (RT) for 3 h, 2-fold, 4-fold, 6-fold, 8-fold, 10-
fold or 15-fold molar equivalents of Mal-Val-Cit-MMAE were
added. The reaction was mixed on a rotator gently at RT for
1.5 h or 3 h. The crude TCRm-ADCs were buffer exchanged
into PBS to remove unconjugated payloads via centrifugal
ultrafiltration. 
2.5. Characterization of TCRm antibodies and 

TCRm-ADCs 

To analysis of potential TCRm antibodies and TCRm-
ADCs aggregation, we applied a silica-based TOSOH TSKgel
G3000SWXL size exclusion column (SEC, 7.8 mm × 30 cm
dimension, 5 μm particle size, 250 Å pore size) to separate
monomer and aggregate with mobile phase (300 mM NaCl,
50 mM NaH 2 PO 4 , pH 7.2), at flow rate of 1 ml/min. Reversed
phase high performance liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC)
was performed using the Agilent PLRP-S column (100 Å,
8 μm, 2.1 mm × 150 mm) to evaluate conjugation efficiencies
as previously described [14] . 

In order to determine the drug to antibody ratio
(DAR), hydrophobic interaction chromatography (HIC)
was performed on a TOSOH Butyl-NPR column (2.5 μm,
4.6 mm × 3.5 cm) to separate TCRm-ADCs with different
DAR at 0.8 ml/min with a 15 min linear gradient elution
from 1.5 M (NH 4 ) 2 SO 4 , 25 mM Na 3 PO 4 (pH 7.0) to 25 mM
Na 3 PO 4 (pH = 7.0), 25% isopropanol. To further characterize
the conjugation site, trypsin digested TCRm-ADCs
fragments were analyzed by Waters UPLC Acquity
Bio H Class equipped Xevo G2-S Q TOF as previously
described [15] . 

2.6. Binding affinity and specificity of TCRm antibodies 
and TCRm-ADCs 

T2 cell line is an HLA-A 

∗0201 positive cell line that
lacks transporter-associated protein (TAP), which allows
for efficient loading of endogenous peptides. Hence, only
empty HLA-A 

∗0201 exists on cell surface which can carried
exogenous TCR epitope peptides [16] . T2 cells were cultured
at 5 × 10 5 cells/ml in serum-free IMDM with 50 μg/ml peptide
(G12V, G12D or wildtype (WT)) and 10 μg/ml human beta-2
microglobulin ( β2m, Sigma) overnight at 37 °C, 5% CO 2 , and T2
cells only incubated with β2m were set as negative control.
Cells were collected and washed twice with ice-cold PBS,
then resuspended with 10 μg/ml TCRm antibodies or TCRm-
ADCs in 1%BSA-PBS and incubated on ice for 30 min. After
that, cells were washed twice with ice-cold PBS and stained
by goat anti-human IgG (H + L)-FITC antibodies (Beyotime
Biotechnology) on ice for 30 min. After twice ice-cold PBS
wash, mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of stained cells was
measured by a Cytomics FC500 MCL flow cytometer (Beckman
Coulter). 

2.7. In vitro efficacy of TCRm-ADCs 

The cytotoxicity of 2A5-MMAE and 2E8-MMAE was assessed
on SW480, K562, K562-A2 and K562-A2 HUP cell lines. Briefly,
cells were seeded at a density of 4 × 10 3 cells/100 μl/well
in 96-well cell culture plates (Corning). SW480 and K562-A2
were treated with 20 μg/ml or 50 μg/ml of G12V peptide as
positive controls. After overnight culture, cells were incubated
with serial concentrations of 2A5-MMAE and 2E8-MMAE
(3 replicates per concentration) at 37 °C, 5% CO 2 for 96 h.
Cell viability was measured by Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8,
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ojindo). The absorbance at 450 nm was determined by Bio- 
ad Model 680 Microplate Reader. 

.8. Cellular internalization of TCRm-ADCs 

o quantitatively evaluate the internalization of 2A5-MMAE 
nd 2E8-MMAE, K562-A2 HUP cells in parallel were incubated 

ith 10 μg/ml 2A5-MMAE or 2E8-MMAE on ice for 30 min 

nd washed twice with ice-cold PBS. Subsequently, cells were 
ncubated at 37 °C or 4 °C for 2.5 h and washed twice with 

ce-cold PBS. Then, cells were stained by Cy5-labeled Goat 
nti-Human IgG (H + L) polyclonal antibody (Abcam, UK) on 

ce for 30 min. After twice ice-cold PBS wash, MFI of stained 

ells was measured by flow cytometer as above. Cellular 
nternalization ratio (%) = (MFI of 4 °C- MFI of 37 °C)/MFI of 
 °C × 100%. For the assessment of cellular trafficking of 2A5- 
MAE and 2E8-MMAE by confocal microscopy, 2 × 10 4 K562- 
2 HUP cells were seeded on slides and treated with 10 μg/ml 
A5-MMAE or 2E8-MMAE for 6 h. Subsequent cell fixation 

nd staining were performed as previously described [17] .
riefly, cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 min 

nd were permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100, 0.2% BSA 

n PBS for 10 min, followed by 2% BSA-PBS blocking for 
0 min. Then, cells were incubated with rabbit anti-human 

ysosome antibody (Abcam) in 1% BSA-PBS for 45 min. After 
hat, cells were stained with Cy3-labeled Goat Anti-Rabbit 
gG (H + L) polyclonal antibody (Beyotime, China) and Cy5- 
abeled Goat Anti-Human IgG (H + L) polyclonal antibody for 
5 min. Nuclei were further stained with DAPI (Beyotime) for 
 min. PBS washing was necessary after each staining. Then,
ells were covered with coverslip and fluorescence images 
ere acquired by DU-897D-CS0 rotary confocal laser scanning 
icroscopy. 

.9. In vivo antitumor activity and toxicity of 
CRm-ADCs in mouse xenograft study 

ALB/c nude mice were pretreated by cyclophosphamide 
i.p.) at a dose of 50 mg/kg for 2 d 1 × 10 7 K562-A2 HUP
ells in 100 μl PBS and 100 μl of matrigel (Corning) were 
ubcutaneously injected into the right flank of nude mice. 8 
 after inoculation, the mice were randomly divided into 3 
ig. 2 – Preparation and characterization of TCRm antibodies 2G1
A)Schematic representation of 2G1 human full-length antibody a
C + HC A114C; 2A5: LC V205C + HC A114C. Red lines in heavy cha
espectively. (B) Analysis of the antibodies with size-exclusion ch
roups with 6 mice per group: PBS, ofatumumab (OFA)-MMAE 
20 mg/kg) and 2A5-MMAE (20 mg/kg). Each group was treated 

i.v.) once every 4 d for four times (q4d × 4). The body weight 
nd tumor volume ( V = ( L × W 

2 )/2, L is length and W is width
f tumor) were monitored using calipers and an electronic 
alance, respectively, every 4 d Twenty-four hours after the 
ourth administration, the possible acute toxicity in heart,
iver, kidney or spleen was examined by morphological 
xamination through hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) 
taining. 

.10. Statistical analysis 

-test was used to determine statistical significance, P < 0.05 
as considered statistically significant. 

. Results and discussion 

.1. Preparation and characterization of TCRm antibody 
G1 and its variants against KRAS G12V/HLA-A 

∗0201 

E8 and 2A5 were the variants of 2G1, which 2E8 was heavy 
hain A114C mutation and 2A5 was light chain V205C and 

eavy chain A114C mutation, for site-specific conjugation ( Fig.
 A, S1). 2G1, 2E8 and 2A5, against KRAS G12V/HLA-A 

∗0201 
omplex, were successfully expressed by CHO-K1 cells.
he variants retained the monomer structure with similar 
olecular weights ( Fig. 2 B). We verified the binding affinity 

nd specificity of 2G1 and its variants via T2 cells incubated 

ith β2m and peptide. As showed in Fig. 3 A, these three 
CRm antibodies can bind to the KRAS G12V/HLA-A 

∗0201 
resented on the surface of T2 cells, and we unexpectedly 
ound that the 2A5 had a significantly higher affinity for 
he KRAS G12V/HLA-A 

∗0201 than that of 2G1 and 2E8. At 
he same time, its binding specificity retained that 2A5 did 

ot recognize KRAS G12D/HLA-A 

∗0201 and KRAS WT/HLA- 
 

∗0201 ( Fig. 3 D). The cysteine engineered at different site 
enerated various of TCRm antibodies with different binding 
ffinity. That’s to say, single mutation of TCRm antibody,
ven on constant region of heavy and light chains, has 
 significant influence on the binding affinity. We also 
 and its variants against KRAS G12V/HLA-A 

∗0201. 
nd its variants. LC: light chain; HC: heavy chain; 2E8: 
in and light chain indicate the mutant A114C and V205C, 
romatography. 
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Fig. 3 – Binding affinity and specificity of the TCRm antibodies by flow cytometry. (A) Binding affinity of TCRm antibodies on 

T2 cells co-incubated with G12V peptide and β2m. (B-D) Specificity of 2G1, 2E8 and 2A5, respectively. Ctrl: control, T2 cells 
co-incubated with β2m but unplused with peptide. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

evaluated the specificity of 2G1 and 2E8, and found that
they specifically recognized KRAS G12V/HLA-A 

∗0201 ( Fig. 3 B
and 3 C). 

3.2. Preparation and characterization of TCRm-ADCs 
against KRAS G12V/HLA-A 

∗0201 

The random conjugation via lysine amines would lead
to the aggregates or binding affinity loss [18] . Site-
specific conjugation methods such as sortase A-mediated
conjugation, cysteine-maleimide conjugation, chemo-
enzymatic-mediated conjugation have been tried in antibody
conjugations [19,20] . Therefore, we chose the cysteine-
maleimide conjugation to generate homogeneous TCRm-
ADCs. After conjugation, 2E8-MMAE and 2A5-MMAE were
purified by ultrafiltration and analyzed by HPLC. As shown in
Fig. 4 A, the conjugation efficiency was positively correlated
with the molar ratio of antibodies to Mal-Val-Cit-MMAE in a
certain content range and an optimal yield was obtained at
a molar ratio of 1:10 and reaction for 1.5 h. Further increasing
the molar equivalents of Mal-Val-Cit-MMAE and reaction
time did not enhance the conjugation efficiency, but increase
the production of non-site-specific conjugation products. For
example, in the group of 15-fold Mal-Val-Cit-MMAE reaction
for 3 h, a small peak appeared after the peak H1, which may
be caused by the non-site-specific conjugation of vcMMAE on
the TCRm antibodies. 

RP-HPLC and HIC were applied to determine the TCRm-
ADCs’ DAR. As showed in Fig. 4 B and 4 C, most 2E8 and 2A5
were modified homogenously, the DAR of 2E8-MMAE and 2A5-
MMAE was 1.85 and 3.65, respectively. It showed that TCRm-
ADCs were still monomer after conjugated through the SEC
analysis (Fig. S2). 

Mass spectrometry was used to characterize the
conjugation position of 2E8-MMAE and 2A5-MMAE by trypsin
digestion (Fig. S3). The molecular weight (Mw) change of
the peptide at the conjugation site was consistent with the
theoretical value, indicating that vcMMAE was conjugated to
the target site. Peptide amino acid sequence and a, b, y ion
also determined that vcMMAE was conjugated to cysteine.
And daughter ions of m/z 152.1, 321.2, 506.4 and 718.5 were
characterization of the vcMMAE, further demonstrating
that vcMMAE was efficiently conjugated to 2E8 and 2A5 as
expected. 

3.3. Binding affinity and specificity of TCRm-ADCs on T2 

cell line 

To evaluated the change of the binding affinity and specificity
of TCRm antibodies after conjugated with vcMMAE, we
used T2 cell line for detection. As depicted by Fig. 5 A, no
detectable affinity loss of 2E8-MMAE was observed by flow
cytometry compared with 2E8. And 2E8-MMAE did not bind
to KRAS G12D and WT peptide-treated T2 cells, indicating
that it retained binding specificity ( Fig. 5 B). Surprisingly, the
binding affinity of 2A5-MMAE was significantly increased
compared with 2A5 ( Fig. 5 C) without specificity loss ( Fig. 5 D).
The enhanced binding affinity of 2A5-MMAE was probably
caused by local hydrophobicity increase and antigen-antibody
intermolecular interactions promotion after conjugated with
vcMMAE. 

3.4. In vitro antitumor activities 

Barely cytotoxicity was observed on SW480 cell line (HLA-
A 

∗0201 + and KRAS G12V 

+ ) when treated with TCRm-ADCs
directly, due to extremely low antigen expression on this cell
line (the presentation of KRAS G12V/HLA-A 

∗0201 is too low to
be detected by flow cytometry and the detection limit of cell
surface antigen by flow cytometry is generally 300–500 per cell
[21] , Fig. S5,) under general culture condition in vitro ( Fig. 6 ).
Whilst the antitumor activity of TCRm-ADCs improved when
SW480 was incubated with G12V peptide, which increased
antigens presenting to a detectable level ( Fig. 6 ). We also
constructed a K562-A2 HUP cell line, which stably express
the ubiquitin-KRAS G12V peptide recombination protein to
improve KRAS G12V/HLA-A 

∗0201 presented on the cell surface
(Fig. S6) [22] . It turned out that both TCRm-ADCs can exert
their cytotoxicity on K562-A2 HUP cells. And the potency of
two TCRm-ADCs with DARs of 1.85 or 3.65 was different, i.e.
the IC 50 of 2A5-MMAE (112.8 nM) was nearly half of the 2E8-
MMAE (214.6 nM), suggesting that antitumor activity of TCRm-
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Fig. 4 – HPLC evaluation of TCRm-ADCs. (A) RP-HPLC analysis of site-specific conjugation efficiency of TCRm-ADCs at 
different molar ratios of TCRm antibody and vcMMAE at different reaction times. L0: light chain without vcMMAE 
conjugated; H0: heavy chain without vcMMAE conjugated; L1: light chain conjugated with one vcMMAE molecule; H1: heavy 

chain conjugated with one vcMMAE molecule. (B) RP-HPLC analysis of site-specific conjugation efficiency of TCRm-ADCs at 
10-fold molar equivalents toxin and reaction time was 1.5 h. DAR = 1, 2, 3 or 4 means one, two, three or four vcMMAE 
molecules were conjugated to the intact antibody. (C) HIC analysis of the DAR of 2E8-MMAE and 2A5-MMAE under native 
condition. 
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DCs can be enhanced through increasing their payload.
lthough TCRm-ADCs were still much weaker than other 
AA-associated ADCs, that their IC 50 was 700-fold higher 
ompared under the same DAR [20] , it can be well tolerated 

y negative cells (K562) even at a very high concentration 

f 400 nM ( Fig. 6 ). It demonstrated the highly specificity 
f 2E8-MMAE and 2A5-MMAE, and that a better antitumor 
ffect can be achieved via increasing antigen presentation 

n cell surface and DARs of TCRm-ADCs without any cost of 
afety. Traditional TAAs expression are tens of thousands to 
undreds of thousands while the peptide/HLA epitope density 

s extremely low (dozens to thousands) [23] . Trametinib, a 
EK inhibitor, enhanced the efficacy of TCRm-ADCs both in 

itro and in vivo through promoting HLA I expression and 

pregulating the presentation of peptides, which provides 

t

trategy to overcome the limitation of TSMAs presentation 

evel for TCRm-ADCs [24] . Besides, cytokine such as TNF- 
, IFN- γ , GMCSF and IL-2 stimulation also improved the 
xpression of peptide/HLA I on the surface of tumor cells 
25–28] . 

.5. Internalization of TCRm-ADCs 

low cytometry was performed to determine the 
nternalization of TCRm-ADCs. As shown in Fig. 7 A,
pproximately 66% of 2E8-MMAE and 75% of 2A5-MMAE 
ere internalized by K562-A2 HUP cells respectively after 

.5 h of incubation. The internalization efficiency of 2A5- 
MAE was higher than 2E8-MMAE, which might contribute 
o its antitumor activities. 
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Fig. 5 – Binding affinity and specificity of the TCRm-ADCs by flow cytometry. ( A) Binding affinity of 2E8 and 2E8-MMAE on T2 
cells co-incubated with G12V peptide and β2m. (B) Specificity of 2E8-MMAE. (C) Binding affinity of 2A5 and 2A5-MMAE. (D) 
Specificity of 2A5-MMAE. Ctrl: control, T2 cells co-incubated with G12V peptide and β2m, but without any primary antibody 

incubated. 

Fig. 6 – The in vitro antitumor activity of TCRm-ADCs on K562, SW480 and K562-A2 HUP cell lines. 20 or 50 μg/ml G12V: cells 
co-incubated with 20 or 50 μg/ml G12V peptide; K562-A2 HUP: K562 cells transfected with HLA-A 

∗0201 and HUP plasmid; 
2E8-M: 2E8-MMAE; 2A5-M: 2A5-MMAE. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Furthermore, the subcellular trafficking and localization
of 2E8-MMAE and 2A5-MMAE in K562-A2 HUP cells were
measured by the confocal microscopy. The overlap of TCRm-
ADCs (green fluorescence) and lysosomes (red fluorescence)
inside the cells suggested their internalization and co-
localization with lysosomes ( Fig. 7 B). 2A5-MMAE-treated
cells showed brighter green fluorescence than 2E8-MMAE,
also consistent with that the internalization efficiency of
2A5-MMAE was higher than 2E8-MMAE as shown in flow
cytometry. 
3.6. In vivo antitumor activities and toxicity of 
TCRm-ADCs 

2A5-MMAE was chosen to validate the antitumor activity
and toxicity of TCRm-ADCs targeting intracellular TSMAs
in xenograft model since its higher affinity, internalization
efficiency and cytotoxicity. As shown in Fig. 8 A, 2A5-MMAE
(20 mg/kg) significantly inhibited tumor growth even the first
dose was administrated when the tumor volume of mice
reached 700 mm 

3 . While tumors in the isotype control OFA-
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Fig. 7 – Internalization of TCRm-ADCs. (A) 2E8-MMAE and 2A5-MMAE internalized upon binding G12V/HLA-A 

∗0201 
complex on the surface of K562-A2 HUP cells. (B) Subcellular localization of 2E8-MMAE and 2A5-MMAE in K562-A2 HUP cells 
determined by fluorescence confocal microscope. Blue fluorescent: DAPI, red fluorescent: Cy3, green fluorescent: Alexa Fluor 
488, white arrows: co-localization of TCRm-ADCs with lysosome. 

Fig. 8 – In vivo antitumor activity and toxicity of 2A5-MMAE in mouse xenograft study. (A) Antitumor activity of 2A5-MMAE 
in K562-A2 HUP xenograft models ( n = 5). T-test was used to determine statistical significance ( P value) among groups at 17 
d. (B) Relative body weight monitoring of mice after administration. (C) Acute toxicity evaluation of primary organs under 
optical microscopy after H&E staining. 
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MAE (20 mg/kg) grew rapidly, which was similar to the 
umors in the PBS group, suggesting the specific antitumor 
fficacy of 2A5-MMAE in vivo . 

Toxicity study of TCRm-ADCs was evaluated by the 
ody weight monitoring and histological sections of the 
ajor organs. The body weight of treated mice did not 

hange significantly ( Fig. 8 B) and no obvious histomorphologic 
lterations were observed in any sections of organs ( Fig. 8 C) 
uring the administration period, suggesting the safety of 
CRm-ADCs. In the later observation period, body weight 
as losing mostly due to the unbearable pain of tumor 

rowth. 

fi

. Conclusion 

n summary, this is the first time that TCRm-ADCs targeting 
SMA presented by HLA I have been evaluated in detail. 2E8- 
MAE and 2A5-MMAE exhibited highly specific antitumor 

otential without obvious toxicity. Besides, the development 
f TCRm-ADCs targeting TSMAs represents a promising 
trategy to decrease the on-target off-tumor effects and 

mprove the safety of ADCs. Furthermore, we demonstrated 

hat intracellular tumor-specific mutation proteins as 
otential attractive targets in the personalized ADCs 

eld. 
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